Important Books on the “Sikh Faith” & History

1. SIKHISM - ITS PHILOSOPHY & HISTORY; Eds Daljeet & Dr.Kharak Singh ISBN: 81-85815-03-8 (E) $40
2. Current Thoughts on Sikhism: Eds Dr.Kharak Singh ISBN: 81-85815-01-1 [549P](E) $15
3. Religion and Politics - A Sikh Perspective: Dr.Gurdarshan Singh Dhillon. (E)
5. Apostasy Among Sikh Youth: Eds Dr.Kharak Singh 81-85815-05-4 $5 (E)
6. On Sikh Identity and/or Hail Hair!: Dr.Birendra Kaur (E) ISBN: 81-7205-254-5 $ 4
13. Recent Researches in Sikhism: Eds Dr.Jasbir Singh Mann & Dr.Kharak Singh [382P](E) $10
16. STRUGGLE FOR JUSTICE: Dr.Ranbir Singh Sandhu ISBN:0-9672874-0-5 [501P](E) $20 [#]
17. SIKHS IN HISTORY: Dr.Sangat Singh ISBN: 81-900650-3-3(or)-2-5 [606P](E) $15
23. ESSENTIALS OF SIKHISM: Daljeet Singh (E) $ 5
24. THE ONLY OPTION FOR THE SIKHS: (Col) Dr. Santokh Singh Dharam (E) $5
25. INDIA COMMENTS SUICIDE: Dr.Gurdarshan Singh Dhillon (E) $10
27. The Sikh Unrest & The Indian State: Ram Narayan Kumar (26 & 27/E)
29. Philosophy of Sikhism: Dr.Sher Singh Gyani (SGPC)1980) [269P](E) $ 5
32. Spirit of Sikhism: Puran Singh (3 Vol) $ 10 Each
37. REPORT TO THE NATION - Oppression in Punjab: Justice V.M.Tarkunde & Etal (E) $5
40. Khalistan The Only Solution: Lt.Col.Partap Singh (E) $10
41. Fundamental Issues In Sikh Studies: Eds Harbans Singh, Gobind S.Mansukhani & Jasbir S.Mann (E) $10
42. The Sikh Reference Book: Dr.Harjinder S.Dilgeer ISBN:0-9695964-2-1 (E) $50
43. INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF SIKH AFFAIRS: The Sikh Educational Trust; ISSN: 1481-5435 (E) [#]
45. UNENDING DEBATE ON HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS: Kirpal R.Sandhawla.Esq (2005) [270P] (E) $15
47. PLANNED ATTACK ON THE SRI GURU GRANTH SAHIB - Academics in Blasphmey: Bachittar Singh Gian
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49. RACIAL DISCRIMINATION - The Sikhs and their Future: A Global Perspective: Dr.Malkiat Singh Rahi, Esq (E)


51. Seditious Literature in the Punjab: Dr.Ganda Singh (1951)


56. A History Of Sikh Misals: Dr.Bhagat Singh (1993)[492P] Punjabi University (E) $20


58. How Europe is Indebted To The Sikhs: Bhupinder Singh Holland ISBN: 2-930247-12-6 (2005)[274P]


60. Removal of Turban in France - Sikhs Struggle for Human Dignity: Dr.Malkiat S.Rahi,Esq (2005)[105P]


64. History Of The Sikhs: J.D.Cunningham (1849) ISBN:978-81-32106531 Sage Publications


69. Protecting the Killers; A Policy of Impunity in Punjab, India: Jaskaran Kaur.Esq (2007)[123P]


74. Betrayal of the Sikhs: Landen Sarsfield (1946)[133P] ASIN:B0006BYBPS Lahore Book Shop (E)


76. 25 Years – After 1984 Assault on Durbar Sahib Laying the Foundation of Khalistan: Ed Dr.Awtar Singh Sekhon (2009)[208P] ISBN:0-9548929-4-1 Pub London Institute of South Asia $10 (E)##


79. Is Meat A Brahaminical Trap?: Kirpal Singh Najher (2011) [320P] ksnlijher@yahoo.com (#)


www.amazon.com


www.amazon.com
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BOOKS IN PANJABI

1. Guru Granth Sahib Darpan: Prof Sahib Singh [The Best Translation of the Gurbani so far!]
6. Ilahi Na Jhana Di Raat: Prof. Harinder Singh Mehboob
10. Kis Bidh Ruli Patashai: Ajmer Singh
15. Sant Bindrawale Da Akeri 6 Din: Balbir S.Sandhu [314P] Sikh Information Center, UK Tel:0815758694
16. Akal Takht Sahib: Dr. Harjinder S. Dilgeer (E)
17. Akal Takht Da Falsafa: Dr. Harjinder S. Dilgeer (2005) [580P]
19. Twarikh Guru Khalsa-Sikh History: Giani Gian Singh (1891) [360P]
20. Mahan Kosh: Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha (E)
29. Te Sikh Ve Niglya Gai: Kulbir Singh Kura (2006)[Ex-Chairman WSC-Region I, Majha, Doaba J&K State]
31. Bipran Ki Reet Ton Sach Da Maaraag (10-Vol Set): S. Gurbakhsh Singh
32. Maas Maas Kar Moorakh Jhagre: S. Gurbakhsh Singh
36. Master Tara Singh Da Sikh Kaum Nal VIsaanggal: Ram Singh (145P) Panjab Publications, Ludhiana
37. Budh Dham Saar Ate Sikas: Lahori Ram Bali (230P) [2001] Dr. Ambedekar Memorial Committee of G.Britain
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42. The Sikh Drishtikone: Lt.Col Partap Singh (1989) [www.sikhstudies.org](http://www.sikhstudies.org)
43. Sikh Twarikh: Dr.Harjinder S.Dilgeer (2009) [5 Set Vol] [www.singhbrothers.com](http://www.singhbrothers.com)
45. Banjar Ho Riha Panjab: Gurmit Singh
46. Dehshatgard Kaun – Sikh Ke Sarkar: Justice (Retd) Ajit Singh Bains
48. Akhin Ditta Saka Neela Tara: Jathedar Kirpal Singh
50. Sada Bada Ehio Quoi Garkaia: Prof.Inder Singh Ghagga (2005)

**OTHER RELATED BOOKS**

14. Reporting Conflict-A Radical Critique of the Mass Media by Indian & Pakistani Journalists: Ram N Kumar

**DVD/VIDEO**

1. Thabai Ros Jagaio [How the RSS is wrecking havoc with the Sikh Faith in India; A 140+ Min DVD] (2005)[E] (#)

**Sources to Purchase Books**
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Books published in UK, Canada & USA [#] and DVD’s Contact: sikheducationaltrust@yahoo.com
Singh Brothers Booksellers: singhbro@vsnl.com  www.singhbrothers.com
Sacha Sauda Gurmat Parchar Society: 905-459-8351; sewa@sacha-sauda.ca  www.sauch-sauda.ca

SIKH CENTERED WEBSITES

Research & Books-Excellent Website: www.globalsikhstudies.net
Sri Guru Granth Sahib: www.sikhitothemax.com
Gurmat Education: www.sgsacademy.com
Gurmat Education: www.ggsacademy.com
Learning Traditional Kirtan: www.rajaacademy.com
Gurmat Sangeet Library: www.gurmatangeetlibrary.com
Gurmat Sangeet: www.gurmatangeetproject.com
Current Events, Discussions & Research: www.sikhspectrum.com
Punjabi Learnt Online: www.learnypunjabi.org  www.advancedcentrepunjabi.org
The Best Khalsa Boarding School: www.kalgidharsociety.org
General Information and News: www.sikhnet.com
National Association of Gurdwaras & Institutions in USA: www.worldsikhcouncil.org
Civil Rights Organizations for Sikhs: www.sikhegalalition.org
Civil Rights and Media Organization for Sikhs: www.saldef.org
Sewa and civil rights Organization for Sikhs: www.unitedsikhs.org
Human Rights Organization for the Sikhs: www.ensaaf.org
Sikh Genocide Project: www.sikhgenocide.org
Comprehensive Current Events: www.khalistannews.blogspot.com
Institute Of Sikh Studies, Books & Quarterly Magazine: www.sikhstudies.org
Sikh Bulletin, Bi-Monthly Magazine: www.sikhbulletin.com
General Information: www.sikhs.org
General Information: www.allaboutsikhism.com
Gurbani and translations: www.srigranth.org
Gurbani and translations: www.sikher.com
Gurbani and translation in Gurmukhi: www.gurugranthdarpan.com
 Sikhs for Humanity: www.sikhsforhumanity.com
Digitized Repository: www.nanakshaitrust.org
Research from Gurmat: www.kalaafghana.com
Gurbani, Translations and Katha: www.sikhmysticism.org
Attack on Darbar Sahib by India: www.sikhmuseum.com
Sovereignty & Freedom: www.dalkhalsaalliance.com
Genocide of the Sikhs: www.witness84.com
Genocide of the Sikhs: www.carnage84.com
Sovereignty of the Sikhs: www.dalkhalsa.com
Sovereignty & Genocide: www.sikhfreedom.com
National Sikh Heritage Centre & Holocaust Museum: www.nationalsikhmuseum.com
Education of the Sikh Faith: www.sikhthought.org
Political Satire: www.sikhtoons.com
Sikh history & current affairs: www.singhguje.blogspot.com
Sikh Centered Discussions: www.singhsabhacanada.com
Sikh Community Welfare: www.sikhfamilycenter.org
Online books and booklets: www.gurmat.info
Online books on the Sikhs: www.sikhmissionarysociety.org/sms/smspublications/
Online living history about 1984: www.1984livinghistory.org
Educational material on the Sikh Ghallughara/Genocide: www.thirdsikhgenocide.org
Sikh Book Club: www.sikhbookclub.com
Sikh National Archives: www.sikhnationalarchives.com

Other websites focused on the Sikhs
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The Punjab Research Group from UK: [www.theprg.co.uk](http://www.theprg.co.uk)
The Center for Punjab and Sikh Studies from Los Angeles, CA: [www.global.ucsb.edu/punjab/](http://www.global.ucsb.edu/punjab/)
The United Kingdom Punjab Heritage Association: [www.ukpha.org/](http://www.ukpha.org/)
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